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Teaching Objectives：
1. Learn how to use infrared sensor;

2. Learn how to use “if repeat” module;

3. Understanding the difference between “   if then ” module and “  if   

    repeat” module.

Teaching difficulties：
1. Learn the construction of dual closed-loop motor car.  Understand     

    the principle of differential turning of dual motor;

2. Learn working principle of infrared sensor;

3. Learn the difference between “ if then”module and“  if repeat ”  

    module.
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Focus
The robot car came to a cliff. There is only one way out of the cliff. 

How can the robot successfully get out of the cliff without falling off?

Exploration
If we want the robot not to fall off the cliff, it needs to adjust its direc-

tion in time when facing the cliff. Different from the common steering 

system. In this lesson, we choose differential turning system to realize 

the car turning.

The feature of cliff is sharp drop in height. The infrared sensor can 

detect the distance. When the infrared sensor loses the signal, it 

means that the car has reached the cliff edge. At same time, it need 

to trigger the back and turn action.
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Creation
Build a dual motor differential car by the general chassis.

1. Choose  the  general  chassis  as  the  chassis  of  the  two-motor 

    differential car;

2. Two closed-loop motors as the power of the car;

3. Use infrared sensor to detect the cliff;

4. Tires and wheels for rear wheels;

5. Universal wheel as front wheels;

6. 70 beam and 50 beam for infrared sensor support;

7. Controller.

Programming
Using Scratch software in computer. Learning and understanding the 

difference between “ if then ” module and “ if repeat ” module.

Install the infrared sensor towards the desktop, enter the loop after 

the program runs, and use the dual motor control module to control 

the car to move forward if the condition "infrared sensor detects 

obstacles" is met. When the condition is not met, the loop is inter-

rupted and the car stops.

Note: Difference between“ if then” module and“if repeat” 

module.

“if repeat”module: When the condition is met, the command in the 

loop will continue to run until the condition is not met.

“if then”module: When the condition is met, execute the command 

inside the module once, and then run the command outside the 

module.
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Evaluation
1. How does differential turning system work?

To achieve differential turning, we need to make the left and right 

wheels with different speeds. If both speeds are the same, the car can 

only go straight forward or backward.

If the forward speed of the left wheel is less than that of the right 

wheel, the car will turn left.

If the speed of the left wheel is greater than the speed of the right 

wheel, the car will turn right.

2. What is the difference between “if then”module and“if repeat” 

module？

“ if repeat ” module:  When the condition is met, the command in 

the loop will continue to run until the condition is not met.

“ if then ”module: When the condition is met, execute the command 

inside the module once, and then run the command outside the 

module.

Show
Key Point 1: Explain how the differential turning car works and how 

the infrared sensor detects the distance.

Key Point 2: Introduction the programming. The difference between 

“if then” module and“ if repeat ” module. Explain the actuator 

control mode.
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